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Chapter 2081: The competition 

  

“Yes, I’ll study the items and rules of the competition after dinner and see which ones I can participate 

in.” Lin Yi said with a nod. 

“Thank you for the trouble, Mister Lin!” Han Tianba said. 

After the meal, Lin Yi didn’t spend too much time with han Tianba. Instead, he let han xiaopo take him 

to a resting place to study the Hidden House Summit’s rules. 

“Boss, are you satisfied with the environment here?” Han xiaopo brought Lin Yi to the guest room and 

asked carefully. 

“Hehe, I’m not that particular about my residence. This place is already pretty good.” As far as Lin Yi was 

concerned, this was even better than the villa he lived in. This must be the guest room that the Hidden 

House han used for the high-class guests.”Besides, you don’t have to be so careful in front of me. Since 

you’re my little brother, you should be more easy-going. I’ll introduce you to my other little brothers in 

the future!” 

“Alright, boss!” Although han xiaopo nodded in agreement, she was afraid that she would not be able to 

let go for a while. 

“Alright, let’s talk about the Hidden House Summit’s events first.” Lin Yi asked. 

“Yes, boss. I’ll tell you about the competition now!” As han xiaopo spoke, she took out a piece of 

information and said,””These are the rules and regulations from the elder families of the Hidden House 

Summit.” 

“The elder’s family?” “Hmph,” Lin Yi hmphed coldly,”come up with something that’s beneficial to 

them?” 

“Uh … You can say that, but they don’t dare to go too far. It’s just that our hidden house han is too 

weak. None of the events they chose have an absolute advantage!” Han xiaopo said with a bitter smile. 

Lin Yi nodded. What han xiaopo said made sense, but the problem was that hidden house han really 

didn’t have much power to compete with other hidden houses. Even if they were targeted, they had to 

have something they were good at if they weren’t weak. 

“There’ll definitely be a race, and the Hidden House Summit’s briefing mentioned it as well. The car has 

already been confirmed-it’s the Volkswagen Jetta we heard about before. ” Han xiaopo said. 

“Alright, any car is the same.” “As long as we’re both driving the same type of car, I’m sure I’ll win,” Lin 

Yi said faintly. 

“That’s great!” Hearing Lin Yi’s promise, han xiaopo finally let out a breath of relief. Lin Yi didn’t give him 

a definite promise before, so han xiaopo wasn’t sure if Lin Yi could win or not. Now that Lin Yi said he 

could win with a certain tone, it meant that he could win for sure. 



“What about the others?” Lin Yi asked. 

“There are also martial arts competition, individual endurance competition, individual resistance 

competition, hidden weapon evasion competition, individual challenge ring competition, duo 

cooperation challenge ring competition, pill production competition, poison identification competition, 

and so on …””But the details of the competition haven’t come out yet. At the moment, we only know 

these names.” 

Lin Yi nodded. The rules weren’t out yet, but he could basically tell what the competition was about 

from the words! 

These hidden houses didn’t purposely target the Hidden House han, but the Hidden House han really 

wasn’t good enough. If it wasn’t for his participation, they would have lost the entire match! 

“Do I need to place a bet if I don’t participate in these competitions?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Of course I have to place a bet.” “These are the rules of the competition,” han xiaopo said.”Even if you 

give up, you still have to place a bet.” 

“It seems like they are really targeting you.” “I’ll study the details before the competition,”Lin Yi said,” 

sign up for a few more if possible!” However, it seems like we have a chance of winning the 1v1!” 

Lin Yi didn’t make any promises-he might win in the other matches, but he wasn’t sure which one he’d 

have an advantage in before the details were out. He could try this 1v1, though-if there weren’t any 

strong opponents, he should be able to win. 

“That’s great! The boss is awesome!” Han xiaopo slapped his thigh and shouted excitedly,””That way, 

we have two chances of winning, and we won’t have to suffer too much of a loss at the summit! At the 

very least, in the future, when others plot against our hidden han family, they’ll have to think about 

whether it’ll be a thankless effort!” 

Han xiaopo was right. If the competition this time was specifically for the Hidden House han, then every 

hidden house would choose an event they had an advantage in. But if they let the Hidden House han 

win two rounds in a row, it would mean that two hidden houses would lose! 

Then, the next time they schemed against the Hidden House han, these two would definitely not be as 

active anymore. When that time came, they might not even participate. 

“Before, didn’t you want to win the championship for the group arena with your duo?” Lin Yi asked with 

a smile. 

“Yeah, but my strength …” Han xiaopo thought of her own strength and immediately shook her head. 

“There’s only one day left-the Hidden House Summit is the day after tomorrow. No matter how hard I 

work, I can’t be on the same level as boss …” 

“Go and get that small Qi gathering pill.” Lin Yi said. 

“Oh? Now?” Han xiaopo heard Lin Yi’s question and was stunned. 

“Yes, now.” Lin Yi said with a nod. 



“This … Alright!” Although han xiaopo was a little suspicious as to why Lin Yi would ask him to bring the 

Qi gathering pill now, she still stood up and left the room. 

Not long after, han xiaopo saw han Tianba’s figure. 

“Xiao po!” “What do you think?” han Tianba quickly walked up to him. How many competitions did Mr. 

Lin agree to participate in? Is there any hope of victory?” 

“Grandpa, boss has agreed to participate in two events, the racing and the single-man ring.” “The racing 

boss said that he’s confident in winning, and there’s also hope for him to win the single-player ring,” said 

han xiaopo. 

“Good, that’s great!” “This is already beyond our expectations. If we win both competitions, then the 

two hidden houses that are plotting against us will be at a disadvantage. If they can’t split the loot 

evenly, then we’ll see if they’ll still have the heart to deal with us!” Han Tianba said happily. 

“Yes, that’s right!” “And with boss around, they’ll be more or less wary of us in the future,” han xiaopo 

said. 

“Not bad!” Han Tianba nodded. He then remembered to ask Han xiaopo,””What are you doing out 

here? Aren’t you going to spend more time with Mr. Lin and build a relationship with him?” 

“Grandpa, boss asked me to come out and get the small Qi gathering pill. I was just about to go find 

you!” Han xiaopo said. 

Chapter 2082: easily 

  

“A small Qi gathering pill?” “What do you need the lesser Qi gathering pill for at this time?” han Tianba 

was slightly surprised. 

“I don’t know, but boss should have his own reasons.” Han xiaopo said. 

“Alright, come with me!” “Bring me the materials for the Qi-gathering pill,” han Tian said.”I’ll give them 

to Mr. Lin.” 

Han xiaopo nodded and followed han Tianba to the Han family’s hidden treasure vault! 

  

Chapter 2083: Content of the competition (1) 

  

Besides, this pill was only effective when one was at the peak of the late stage of Mystic class and was 

about to break through to Earth Class. Once one reached Earth Class, the effect wouldn’t be as great, 

and the strength increase would be very limited, so it would be better to let han xiaopo take it now. 

The effect of the Qi gathering pill wasn’t as strong as the Qi gathering pill, but Lin Yi had experienced it 

when he broke through from Mystic late phase peak to Earth Class. That kind of suffering was painful 

even for practitioners, and han xiaopo wasn’t any better! 



However, Lin Yi believed that this difficulty should be nothing to han xiaopo. If she couldn’t even endure 

this bit of pain, then she wouldn’t be a good person. 

By the time the Qi around han xiaopo’s body was gone, Lin Yi knew that han xiaopo had completed her 

breakthrough and had officially become an Earth Class early phase master, stepping into the ranks of 

practitioners! 

As expected, han xiaopo opened her eyes. She was surprised and overjoyed. She stretched out her 

hands and said in disbelief,””Boss, I’m Earth Class early phase now?” 

“Earth Class early phase, of course,” Lin Yi nodded calmly. 

“This … This is simply too magical …” Han xiaopo still felt like she was dreaming.”Boss, is this the 

legendary strength imparting?” 

“You can understand it that way.” “But remember, don’t tell anyone about this!” Lin Yi said. 

“I know the pros and cons!” Han xiaopo quickly nodded and said,””Even if Grandpa asks, I won’t say 

anything …” 

In fact, when han xiaopo broke through, she gathered a large amount of heaven and earth spiritual Qi 

around her body. This was the difference between breaking through limits and Lin Yi’s teaching. When 

Lin Yi was teaching, he would use the heaven and earth spiritual Qi unless he used the kind of 

compressed Qi to help people break through, but he wouldn’t use the heaven and earth spiritual Qi 

when he helped people break through. 

Han xiaopo’s movement of the spiritual Qi of heaven and earth naturally attracted the attention of all 

the hidden practitioners of the Han family, especially the old man han Tianba. However, han Tianba had 

rationally told the family members not to go and ask or disturb them! 

Whether it was Lin Yi or han xiaopo who broke through, it was beneficial to the Hidden House han. Why 

did they have to ask? 

“As long as you don’t talk nonsense, you’ll have your own benefits in the future! Earth Class late phase 

peak and Sky Class, that’s not impossible!” “This is the benefit of being my follower!” Lin Yi said faintly. 

“Yes, boss!” Han xiaopo’s eyes were filled with a burning light. Earth Class late phase peak? Or even 

heaven rank? This was once a realm that han xiaopo could only dream of reaching. Now, it was no 

longer so far away! 

“The Qi gathering pill is the only pill that’s available for Earth Class and above, but even I can’t make it 

now, let alone your family,” “And your talent isn’t that great,” Lin Yi said faintly,”there’s no point in 

training on your own. You probably won’t make any progress, so if you have time, you should spend it 

on martial arts!” When I reach a higher realm, I will help you increase your strength again!” 

Lin Yi didn’t directly explain that he couldn’t absorb the Qi from the sky and earth by himself after he 

leveled up, but from the fact that the Qi gathering pill was still effective on han xiaopo, it could be seen 

that the energy from the pill was still very effective for Lin Yi’s leveled up practitioner! 

Lin Yi himself was an example. 



“Yes!” Han xiaopo believed everything Lin Yi said, and he didn’t doubt Lin Yi’s words at all! If she was 

talented, she wouldn’t just be a mid phase golden class. So Lin Yi’s words were priceless advice. If he 

wanted him to study martial arts, then he would study martial arts. As for the matter of training and 

increasing his strength, he would leave it to Lin Yi! 

But han xiaopo was a little surprised. Even if Lin Yi could transfer strength, where did Lin Yi’s pure Qi 

come from? Why didn’t Lin Yi seem to be affected at all? Or was he still in high spirits, without the 

slightest loss of true Qi? 

“Tomorrow, you will study your martial arts techniques. When the two-man battle begins, you and I will 

go on stage together!” “You just need to protect yourself, leave the enemies to me!” Lin Yi said. 

“Alright, boss, I won’t let you down!” Han xiaopo was both surprised and happy, and quickly responded. 

If the Hidden House han won another match, then they would be able to intimidate the other hidden 

noble houses even more, causing them to drop a stone on their own feet! 

“Then which hidden house do you think is stronger in the two-on-two arena?” Lin Yi asked. 

“I’m guessing that this match was designed for the Hidden House Zhuang!” “I heard that the two hidden 

house Zhuang brothers have been training hard after coming back from the Ice Palace test,” han xiaopo 

said.”They’ve also taken some elixirs, and their strength has risen to Earth Class mid-phase and mid-

phase peak. Their skills are also complementary, so their chances of winning should be very high!” 

“Oh? Zhuang naodao, Zhuang naipao?” Naturally, Lin Yi knew about the Hidden House Zhuang-these 

two had been sucking up to naipao all the time during the Ice Palace test, but after Lin Yi crippled him, 

they kneeled down and called him master Ling. Naturally, he had some impression of these two pieces 

of trash. 

“That’s right!” “Boss, you’ve heard of them too?” han xiaopo nodded and asked. 

“I’ve heard of them, but I didn’t expect their strength to advance by leaps and bounds and increase by 

so much!” Lin Yi sighed. 

“They didn’t have any at first, but I heard that hidden house Zhuang bought two small Qi gathering pills 

from hidden house Tang at a high price. Coupled with the fact that these two brothers have consumed a 

lot of spiritual herbs, their strength has increased by leaps and bounds!” Han xiaopo explained. 

“Hidden tang family?” Lin Yi frowned, thinking that the name was familiar. He’d heard it somewhere 

before, but it didn’t feel like they’d crossed paths. 

“That’s right, it’s also a hidden aristocratic family. I heard that their ancestor was a disciple of the Tang 

sect, an old and famous martial arts sect. They are good at hidden weapons and poisoning …””I’m afraid 

that the hidden tang family’s disciple will win this time’s hidden weapon dodging and evading 

competition!” 

“I wonder what the Hidden House Zhuang did to make the Hidden House Tang sell them two lesser Qi 

gathering pills?” Lin Yi was a little surprised. This small Qi gathering pill should be an extremely precious 

pill. 



“I heard that the Hidden House you and hidden house Tang are very close, and they’re in-laws. This 

time, the Hidden House Zhuang was able to buy the lesser Chi gathering pill, so I’m afraid the other 

hidden houses will also get some benefits. According to my analysis, the Hidden House you and hidden 

house Tang are both alchemists and poisoner. I’m afraid that the poison identification competition will 

be taken by one of them!” Han xiaopo said,”perhaps, one of them will take the lead while the other will 

secretly take the lead.” And the price I have to pay is a spirit medicine like the small Qi gathering pill!” 

Chapter 2084: Content of the competition (2) 

  

It had to be said that han xiaopo was a very smart person. What he guessed was pretty close to the 

truth! This time, the hidden houses ‘plot against the Hidden House han was indeed a joint victory of the 

Hidden House you and hidden house Tang. The price they paid was some pills to each of the other 

houses! 

“Identify the poison? Although it’s a little difficult, I’ll reluctantly take it on. ” “Small Qi gathering pill,” 

Lin Yi laughed coldly,”let them pay for nothing.” 

“Ha! No way, boss, you’re also good at poisoning?” Han xiaopo said in surprise. 

“I’m more skilled at detoxification. ” “Actually, I have another identity-a doctor,” Lin Yi shrugged. 

“Haha, boss, you’re too awesome. You’re an all-rounder!” Han xiaopo said excitedly,”it seems like 

there’s nothing you don’t know!” This is great, our hidden house han is going to be awesome, and those 

hidden houses can go to hell!” 

Chapter 2085: choosing a battle technique 

  

“That’s great!” “That’s right, Xiao po, is there anything important that you’re looking for me for?”han 

Tianba nodded excitedly. 

“Grandpa, boss wants me to choose a martial technique!” “Grandpa, please take us to the library of the 

treasure vault!” Han xiaopo said. 

“Alright, we’ll go now. Mister Lin can also help you decide which battle technique is more suitable for 

you to learn!” Han Tianba nodded and said. 

Han Tianba didn’t mind letting Lin Yi see the good stuff in the vault. Lin Yi wasn’t a greedy person! Other 

than the colored steel, Lin Yi didn’t ask for anything else. The only thing he asked for was the ingredients 

for the Qi gathering pill, which the Hidden House han offered. 

Naturally, Lin Yi was interested in house Han’s hidden Treasury-not the treasures, but the manuals! The 

hidden han family had discovered an ancient ruin, and there might even be some special secret manuals 

inside! 

For example, Feng nitian and Zhang naipao-it seemed like every ancient sect would find an extremely 

powerful practitioner’s Arts or martial arts manual in their ancient ruins. Lin Yi wanted to see if the 

Hidden House han had something similar. 



The three of them came to the treasure vault. There were two doors here. One was the place to store 

the treasures, and the other was naturally the Sutra library. The original copies of the heart cultivation 

methods and martial skills that the Han family had discovered in the ancient ruins were stored here. 

“Mister Lin, this is the treasure vault and that is the Sutra library. Where should we go first?” Han Tianba 

asked. 

“Let’s go directly to the sutras Depository, we won’t look at the treasure vault. ” Lin Yi didn’t really need 

anything else, but he was looking forward to the Scripture Hall. 

“Alright!” Han Tianba nodded in approval. It seemed like his guess was right-Lin Yi wasn’t a greedy 

person. He wouldn’t take things without end. 

He took out the key, passed the password and fingerprint verification, and opened the door. However, 

Lin Yi was very disappointed when he entered the Scripture room! 

Lin Yi’s impression of the library was that it was at least like a bookstore, with many bookshelves filled 

with all sorts of Arts and skills, as well as some training materials. But what he saw now was a stone 

table with a few boxes placed side by side on it, less than ten in total. 

“This is the Sutra library?” Lin Yi looked at the house in front of him, speechless. 

“Mr. Lin, this is the hidden han clan’s Sutra library. It’s simple and crude, and there are very few secret 

manuals. Our hidden han clan is in short supply of resources …” Han Tianba smiled bitterly.”This is a 

secret manual of a sect, it’s all here …” 

“A sect only has these few secret manuals?” Lin Yi was a little surprised. 

“The real big sects are very strict when it comes to accepting disciples. If you don’t have the right 

physique and qualifications, you can’t enter an ancient sect like this to cultivate. And it’s normal for 

these ancient sects to have fewer heart cultivation methods and martial arts techniques!” Han Tianba 

explained. 

“Oh?” Lin Yi nodded-the Ice Palace was all ice-related, and their martial arts probably weren’t that 

different. They didn’t just accept any inner disciples, either, and it was probably the same as the sects 

before the ancient ruins! 

“But …” Lin Yi was confused,”other hidden houses don’t have much information on their practitioning 

either?” 

“That’s not it!” Han Tianba shook his head.”Our hidden house Han’s arts and techniques are all from 

ancient ruins. The other hidden noble houses mostly come from trading and buying. Some of them were 

copied from the ancient sects and Noble houses that were close to them. These hidden noble houses 

have a much longer history and heritage than our hidden house han!” 

“I see.” Lin Yi nodded.”It’s been hard on you guys, with only these few Arts and Arts. You’re actually able 

to practice it well. Although it’s due to the effects of medicine, it’s also inseparable from your hard 

work!” 

“Perhaps the heavens have blessed us to hide the Han family’s bloodline and physique. It’s just right for 

us to cultivate the mental cultivation techniques in this ancient ruin. Otherwise, there’s no way to keep 



these treasures!” “Besides, we … We don’t have any mental cultivation mantras. There was only one! 

Among these books, only one of them is a mental cultivation technique, the rest are all martial arts 

techniques …” 

Han Tianba’s answer made Lin Yi even more impressed. There was only one practitioner’s Arts, and 

these people were still able to practice it. It showed how lucky the Hidden House han was! 

“If I didn’t feel wrong just now, Xiao PO’s mental cultivation method should be a wood type mental 

cultivation method, right?” Lin Yi said. 

“That’s right, it’s the wood element!” Han Tianba nodded. 

“I wonder what martial skill elder han is cultivating?” Lin Yi asked. 

“I’m ashamed to say that I’m cultivating a very ordinary wood-type martial arts technique called the 

wood-cutting technique!” “It’s the simplest of all martial arts techniques,”han Tianba said.” But even so, 

I can only use the first two moves skillfully. I can’t use the rest. ” 

“Oh?” Lin Yi blinked-han Tianba was an Earth Class mid-phase, the same strength as the earth Class man 

who attacked Xu Shihan. Theoretically, han Tianba should be able to use at least three moves, and the 

man should be able to use the fourth! 

“I had no one to guide me. I had to figure it out on my own. In addition, I’m not very talented, so …” Han 

Tianba said, a little ashamed. 

Lin Yi nodded-he’d experienced that feeling himself. If it weren’t for the support skills and uncle Fu’s 

guidance, he wouldn’t have been able to make much of a difference in his raging fire Fist, let alone fight 

an Earth Class man. 

“Let me see these martial arts techniques!” Lin Yi walked over and studied the name on the box. 

“This is the heart technique we cultivate. It’s called the wood soul technique!” Han Tianba pointed to a 

wooden box on the side and introduced,””Starting from this second box, there are martial skills. 

According to the power of the martial skills, they are arranged from left to right. This second box is the 

weakest, and it is also the wood-cutting skill that this old man has cultivated!” 

At this point, han Tianba sighed in shame. 

“Without the guidance of a master, you can already practice martial arts. Old master han, you don’t 

have to belittle yourself!” Lin Yi said with a wave of his hand. 

“Hehe, you’re too kind, Mister Lin!” “In your opinion, Mr. Lin, which martial technique should han 

xiaopo practice?” han Tianba asked. 

“I’ll take the last one!” Lin Yi didn’t even look at the skills from before as he pointed at the last box. At 

this time, Lin Yi actually had a very crazy idea, and that was to practice this skill himself! 

Chapter 2086: blacksmith? 

  



Lin Yi had the all-powerful technique that came with the second stage of the art of Dragon mastery-did 

that mean he could learn other techniques other than the wild fire Fist? Would he also be as talented as 

the wild fire Fist? 

Lin Yi was looking forward to it-if it was an all-powerful skill, then the other skills should be easy to learn 

as well! And if Lin Yi could train to the extreme, he could personally guide han xiaopo and save him 

some time! 

Of course, if Lin Yi couldn’t train this skill, then he probably couldn’t train the lowest level “wood cutting 

skill” either. After all, this was a wood element skill. Lin Yi had trained in a fire element skill before, and 

although he didn’t know what type of practitioner’s Arts the art of Dragon mastery belonged to, since he 

could train in a fire element skill, it must be a fire element practitioner’s Arts! 

However, there could be some accidents. After all, the art of Dragon mastery was known as an all-

powerful mental cultivation technique, and it couldn’t be measured with common sense … 

“This last one … It’s not a martial arts skill …” Han Tianba smiled bitterly when he saw Lin Yi pointing at 

the last box. 

“It’s not a martial technique? What’s that?” Lin Yi blinked. 

“This is a book related to the blacksmith profession …” Han Tianba said,””However, I heard that the 

blacksmith profession was an ancient profession, and it has already gone extinct …” 

“A forger?” Lin Yi’s eyes twitched-the Hidden House han had quite a lot of good stuff, even forger 

books? 

“That’s right. This is also the most precious book we found in the ancient ruins, but … With this old 

man’s aptitude, I can’t really understand it, and I don’t have the physique and abilities mentioned in this 

book …” Han Tianba said. 

“Can I have a look?” Lin Yi asked, interested. 

“Of course. With Mister Lin here, you are free to read any manual!” “However, I’m afraid the 

blacksmith’s book won’t be of much use. It’s said that only cultivators who cultivate two elements at the 

same time can try to learn it!” Han Tianba said without hesitation. 

“Oh?” Lin Yi slowly opened the last wooden box, and an ancient book came into view-the words 

“incomplete artifact repair technique” were written on it! Lin Yi took the book out carefully and started 

flipping through it. 

Indeed, at the beginning of the scroll, there was an introduction to this ancient book. This was indeed a 

book related to forgers, but it was not used by forgers. According to the introduction mentioned in the 

book, forgers had to cultivate metal, wood, and fire mental cultivation methods at the same time to 

become a forger! 

The profession introduced in this book wasn’t forger, but had the same origin as forger. It was called 

fixers! 

A repairman only needed to cultivate both metal and wood heart techniques at the same time. 



The so-called ‘repair master’ was not able to forge and refine divine weapons themselves, but could 

repair damaged divine weapons. For example, a Grade 3 medicinal cauldron that was damaged during 

alchemy, an ancient weapon that was damaged during battle, and so on, could all be repaired using the 

methods taught in this book! 

Of course, like alchemists, tool-repairing Masters were also divided into first, second, third, and even 

higher levels. However, the reason why this “incomplete scroll of the path of tool-repairing” was called 

incomplete was that it only mentioned the methods of repairing damaged weapons from first to third 

level. As for weapons above third level, it didn’t mention anything. It was clear that it wasn’t that there 

was no such thing, but that this book didn’t have any records! 

The same thing as alchemists was that repairing weapons also required a large amount of true Qi and 

physical strength. Moreover, cultivating two mental cultivation methods at the same time was an 

extremely difficult thing for cultivators. Let’s not talk about whether they could successfully cultivate it 

or not. Even if they succeeded, they might not be able to cultivate both mental cultivation methods to a 

certain level! 

Moreover, even if one cultivated to a certain height, there was a risk of being possessed by the devil. 

Therefore, even in ancient times, the position of a tool-repairing master and a tool-forging master was 

very respected. Only great divine arts practitioners with genius qualifications could take on this position. 

If he couldn’t refine pills, then could he repair his equipment? Lin Yi was interested in the incomplete 

manual, but he’d never seen any weapons before, not even a Grade 3 medicine cauldron. Would it be a 

waste of time to learn it? 

But no matter what, since Lin Yi saw it and was interested, he wouldn’t let it go so easily,””Elder han, I 

wonder if I can make a copy?” 

“Haha, of course!” “You can make a copy,” han Tian said.”Leave the copy. You can take the original.” 

“There’s no need for that. ” No matter how thick-skinned Lin Yi was, he couldn’t steal the original. After 

all, there was no difference between the original and the copy. However, he wasn’t in a hurry to copy it 

now. The priority was to help han xiaopo choose a skill. So Lin Yi pointed to the second last box and 

said,”Since that’s something related to blacksmiths, how about this?” 

“This …” Han Tianba’s face was a little awkward, but he still said,””This … I’m afraid it won’t work …” 

“Not even this one?” “What?” Lin Yi blinked,”could it be something else?” 

“It’s true that it’s a martial arts technique, but it’s not a normal one …” Han Tianba nodded. He had read 

through everything in the library once, so he knew everything about it. 

“It’s not a normal martial technique?” “What do you mean by abnormal?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Although this martial technique is the most advanced martial technique in the ancient ruins, it’s a 

support-type martial technique!” Han Tianba said. 

“Auxiliary system martial arts?” Lin Yi suddenly thought of the all-purpose “martial skill” that came with 

the art of Dragon mastery. Was that a support-type martial skill? Could it be that the hidden han family 

had something similar? 



“That’s right. According to my research and observation, this is a replenishment-type martial technique. 

It can replenish energy and true Qi for the people around you, but it will completely consume your own 

strength and true Qi. It can be said to be a martial technique that burns yourself to illuminate others!” 

“This martial skill may play a big role in a critical moment, but it’s useless in a normal battle. Who would 

sacrifice themselves for the sake of others for no reason?” han Tianba said. Unless it’s one of those big 

ancient sects that trained a group of disciples who would sacrifice their true Qi to help their teammates 

when they fight against other sects …” 

“Oh?” Lin Yi was a little surprised when he heard the effects of the skill-why did it sound like house sun’s 

practitioner’s Arts? Or perhaps, it was similar to the art of Dragon mastery? However, the difference was 

that this one was more cruel and domineering. It completely consumed one’s own strength and true Qi 

to help others! “Then, can’t the disciples recover their strength?” Lin Yi asked. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 2087: Shocking talent (1) 

  

“Recover? “I’ve cultivated for more than ten years, or even a few decades, just for a burst of power, and 

it’s taking so long to recover …”Han Tianba smiled bitterly.”Moreover, these disciples are getting old. It’s 

hard to say if they can still cultivate at their original speed. To put it bluntly, many disciples who used 

this martial technique died on the spot because of excessive physical exhaustion!” 

“…” Lin Yi sighed. This skill was weird, but if it was a big sect, they would train a group of loyal men of 

sacrifice. These people could be very effective in a critical moment when they were fighting against 

other core disciples, turning the defeat into victory at the cost of suicide! 

However, Lin Yi was thinking that if he was the one using it, could he use the energy in the Jade space to 

replenish his own energy? 

“Elder han, I would like to make a copy of this battle technique as well!” Lin Yi said. 

“Oh? Is Mister Lin interested in such a weak martial skill?” Han Tianba was stunned, but he did not 

object.”If Mister Lin is willing to study it, you can copy it. However, as for cultivation … Forget it. I don’t 

think this martial skill is of much use.” 

“Hehe, I’m just doing some research!” Lin Yi said. 

“That’s good! I’ll personally make a copy for you later, Mister Lin, as well as the incomplete volume of 

the path of artifact replenishment. ” Han Tianba said. 

“Thank you very much.” “The third box should be a normal martial arts skill, right?” Lin Yi nodded. 

“Naturally!” “It’s the most powerful one among all of them. It’s called the thousand changes of wood 

and forest!”Han Tianba nodded. 

“Thousand forest transformation?” Lin Yi found the name a little strange.”What martial technique is 

this?” 

“Wood forest Forest, if you explain it literally, it means more and more!” “The higher the level, the more 

powerful it will be. However, the first few moves are just the rudiments!” Han Tianba said. 



“Oh? What do you mean?” Lin Yi asked. 

“The first form of the thousand changes of wood and forest only increases the power of the fist. The 

second form can transform one fist into two, one illusory and one real, making it difficult for the 

opponent to distinguish which fist is the real one. The third form is the same, it can transform into three 

fists. Up to the tenth form, it can transform into ten fists! “From the 11th movement onwards, it’s not 

only about the fist but also the whole person. One person can turn into two people; the 12th movement 

can turn into two people, and so on …” Han Tianba explained. 

“This martial technique is quite powerful!” Lin Yi nodded. From the name, this skill might not be as 

powerful, but after learning it, it could be used for a surprise attack. 

“Yeah, but although it’s powerful, it’s extremely difficult to cultivate. After this old man watched it once, 

I couldn’t understand it!” “I’m afraid it’ll be a bit difficult for Xiao po to practice this martial technique, 

right?”said han Tianba. 

“That’s right, boss. With my aptitude … Without anyone to guide me, hehe … I don’t think I’ll be able to 

learn it in my entire life!” Han xiaopo knew what she was doing and did not act arrogantly. 

“I’ll make a copy of the thousand changes of wood and forest and the woodcutting skill. I’ll try to 

cultivate them.” “I’ll pick whichever one I can!”Lin Yi said. 

“Alright!” Han xiaopo nodded and said,”I’ll listen to you, boss!” 

The three of them didn’t hesitate. They each took a brush, ink, paper, and an inkstone and started to 

copy. Four copies of the manual were quickly copied. After putting away the two copies that Lin Yi 

wanted, they took the other two and returned to Lin Yi’s residence with han xiaopo. 

“You should first study this wood-cutting technique. Since elder han has already cultivated it, he should 

have practiced it in front of the younger generation, right?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Yes, he did. Every year during the new year, he would show us his moves to encourage us to train 

harder!” Han xiaopo nodded and said. 

“Alright, you can try to activate it and practice it first. I’ll study this thousand forest illusionary changes!” 

Lin Yi said. 

“Alright, boss!” Han xiaopo had never thought that she would be able to use the martial arts technique 

in one day. After her grandfather had entered the earth Class, it had taken him nearly two years to use 

the first move of the woodcutting art! 

After Lin Yi had settled han xiaopo down, he picked up the thousand changes of wood and forest and 

started studying it. After reading it a few times, Lin Yi understood the meaning of the words. He wanted 

to see if he could activate it now! 

He walked out of the room and into the courtyard-the guest rooms had their own courtyards in the 

hidden han Manor, making it convenient for Lin Yi! 

He recited the first form of the thousand changes of wood and forest in his mind and started activating 

it … 



“Ha!” Lin Yi’s punch was almost done in one breath, without any hiccups or hiccups! 

BOOM! Lin Yi’s fist smashed into the courtyard’s door and wall, causing a part of the wall to collapse. 

The power of the first move shocked Lin Yi-it wasn’t any weaker than the wild fire Fist! Was it because 

he was proficient in using it, or was it because this martial skill was a high-tier martial skill to begin with? 

Of course, what made Lin Yi even more excited was the fact that his guess was confirmed-the technique 

he found in the cave was the same as the art of Dragon mastery, an all-powerful technique. In other 

words, as long as he trained in the all-powerful technique, he could train in any technique he wanted! 

The wood attribute martial arts technique was actually as smooth as the fire attribute martial arts 

technique. When it was used, it was as if it had been activated thousands of times! 

The loud sound of the wall collapsing was naturally heard by han xiaopo, who was in the room. She 

quickly ran out of the room and said in surprise,””Boss, what happened?” 

“It’s nothing. The power of the thousand forest illusionary transformations is not small!” “I thought it 

was just an illusionary technique,” Lin Yi said. “I didn’t expect it to be so different!” 

“Oh?” Han xiaopo’s eyes widened in surprise.”Boss, you’ve already activated it?” 

“It’s only the first move!” Lin Yi said. 

“The first form … You’re able to execute the first form in such a short time. Boss, you’re really a genius!” 

Han xiaopo was full of admiration. What was a genius? Lin Yi was the real genius! 

Before, han xiaopo was already very impressed by Lin Yi’s ability to increase his strength suddenly. Now, 

Lin Yi could actually use the Hidden House Han’s most powerful martial skill in such a short time. This 

speed was a little too fast! (To be continued.) 
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“Genius …” Lin Yi didn’t comment on that. A real genius, you didn’t see him, he lives right next to me! 

“Yeah, what a genius!” Han xiaopo nodded and said excitedly,””Boss, you’re also a wood element 

cultivator?” 

“Haha …” Lin Yi smiled but didn’t answer. He didn’t know what element he was training in because the 

first two levels didn’t mention what element it belonged to. But elder Jiao did say that it was an all-

purpose art. Could it be an all-purpose art? 

“Boss, then can I cultivate the thousand forest illusionary transformations?” Han xiaopo asked with 

some expectation. 

“It shouldn’t be a big problem.” “I’ll do some research,”Lin Yi said. 

“Good! Boss, you study it!” Han xiaopo said. 

Lin Yi nodded and started to recall the second, third, and fourth forms in his mind, simulating the moves 

and activation method of the skill … 



After he was almost familiar with it, Lin Yi started to try again! 

Wood forest thousand transformation, second move! Lin Yi threw out a punch, but it was as if his fist 

had split into two, attacking the other wall. 

BOOM! BOOM! This time, two loud sounds came from the wall, and one of the walls fell down again! 

This time, the power of the fist was much stronger than before, and what surprised Lin Yi even more 

was that this second move wasn’t like what han Tianba said, where one punch was real and the other 

was fake to confuse people. Both punches were real! 

The two loud bangs were the evidence, and the area of the wall that had collapsed was much wider than 

before. In other words, the two punches had hit, but Lin Yi had only punched once! 

Thinking of this, Lin Yi started to think about the third style excitedly. Han xiaopo, on the other hand, 

was looking at the collapsed wall not far from Lin Yi with a petrified face! It wasn’t that his heart ached 

for the wall-if it were him, he’d rather tear down the entire yard to give Lin Yi those two punches! 

The third move! Lin Yi successfully activated the third stance of thousand forest of wood once again. 

BOOM! BOOM! This time, there were three loud bangs, and the other wall of the courtyard was also 

reduced to ruins. At this point, other than the front door, the left, right, and back walls were all 

destroyed by Lin Yi! 

Moreover, the destructive power was greater each time! 

The loud noise in the yard had attracted the attention of the other hidden people in house han, but they 

all knew that this was Lin Yi’s residence and didn’t dare to go up and check. They quickly informed 

Grandpa han. 

With old man Han’s status, he could come here out of curiosity to see what was going on, but when he 

got close to the courtyard, Lin Yi just happened to activate the fourth form, thousand changes of wood 

and forest! 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! Four loud sounds rang out, but this time, Lin Yi didn’t hit a target. The 

four punches all hit the air, but even so, there were four loud sounds of air breaking! 

As for the fifth move, Lin Yi didn’t try to practice it. He didn’t even practice the fifth move of the wild fire 

Fist, so there wasn’t much chance of success in studying the thousand changes of forest. Lin Yi mainly 

wanted to study it himself first before teaching it to han xiaopo. 

Han Tianba looked at Lin Yi in shock. What was this skill? With han Tianba’s eyesight, he could naturally 

see that this was not the wood-cutting skill. Since it was not, then it must be the thousand changes of 

wood forest? 

But how did Lin Yi learn the thousand changes of wood and forest in such a short time? Plus, this was a 

wood element skill. Was Lin Yi a wood element practitioner? 

With a stomach full of questions, han Tianba didn’t want to disturb Lin Yi, because he saw Lin Yi’s body 

start moving again! 

The first, second, third, and fourth moves of the thousand forest transformation! 



BOOM! BOOM! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! It was as smooth as floating clouds and 

flowing water. It was only four punches, but it brought about the power that could only be achieved by 

ten punches! This martial technique was indeed extraordinary! 

“Hu …” Lin Yi took a deep breath. This skill was indeed not a normal skill. Although it looked like four 

punches, it consumed a lot of energy. It only took two rounds of practice and Lin Yi’s energy was 

showing signs of exhaustion. He was so tired that he couldn’t muster up any energy! 

Of course, although activating martial skills also consumed physical strength, the consumption in this 

situation was different from the true Qi consumed in alchemy. This kind of consumption could be 

replenished by resting, and not the pure energy consumption of alchemy. 

With Lin Yi’s stamina, he’d already used the thousand changes of wood and forest twice, and he was 

already exhausted. A normal person would probably only be able to use it once, but Speaking of which, 

for an Earth Class early phase peak, it was already good enough to use it twice. Without the third and 

fourth, it wouldn’t be so exhausting. 

“Boss, how are you?” Han xiaopo saw that Lin Yi’s face was a little pale and quickly asked. 

“It’s nothing, I’m just a little tired,” Lin Yi said with a wave of his hand. He’d just have to go into the Jade 

space to replenish his energy. 

“That’s good …” Han xiaopo let out a breath of relief. He was most afraid that something would happen 

to Lin Yi. If something happened to Lin Yi, what would happen to the Hidden House Summit tomorrow? 

“I’m going to rest for a bit!” Lin Yi didn’t say anything and sat down on a stone bench in the yard. He 

closed his eyes and entered the Jade space to recover his stamina. 

Han Tianba, who was watching from a distance, only walked over carefully when he saw Lin Yi sitting 

down to rest. 

“Grandpa!” Han xiaopo was also sitting on the stone bench with Lin Yi, and quickly got up to welcome 

han Tianba when he came. 

“Po, Mr. Lin …” Han Tianba looked at Lin Yi carefully. 

“Boss is tired. Let’s rest for a while.” Han xiaopo said. 

“That’s good!” Han Tianba nodded, feeling relieved.”Just now, the martial skill that Mister Lin used … 

Was it the thousand changes of wood forest?” 

“It should be. Boss has been studying that martial arts technique all this time …” Han xiaopo nodded and 

said. 

“It’s so powerful, if you, Xiao po, can also learn this martial skill and keep practicing it, even if you’re not 

invincible in the world, you’ll at least be able to stand at a very high position! This martial technique is 

truly extraordinary. It is indeed the most overbearing offensive martial technique in the ancient ruins!” 

Han Tianba sighed.”Besides, it seems that my comprehension is limited. I’ve misunderstood the meaning 

of this martial skill. The first form is one punch, the second form is two punches, and so on. How 

powerful will the tenth form be?” Even if I can’t kill an expert of the same level in seconds, I can still 

stand in an undefeatable position!” 
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“Yes … I just don’t know if I can practice this martial technique with my talent …” Han xiaopo said with 

some worry … 

Lin Yi was recovering his energy in the Jade space, but he could still see everything that was happening 

outside! 

Lin Yi had already completely mastered the thousand changes of woods and forests. Whether it was the 

technique or the activation method, he was already familiar with it by heart, so it wasn’t difficult for him 

to give han xiaopo some pointers! 

However, uncle Fu had said that the same martial arts technique would have different effects when 

used by different people. Also, different people had different aptitudes and different mental cultivation 

methods, so there would be differences! Therefore, even if a good martial technique was given to a 

person with poor aptitude to cultivate, it would not be able to cultivate too much power. 

“You can cultivate it, so there shouldn’t be a problem. However, to what extent you can cultivate it to, it 

will depend on your own good fortune!” Lin Yi opened his eyes and said faintly, “I’ve already completely 

comprehended this martial technique. Now, I’ll impart the first two moves to you. As for whether you 

can successfully execute them within a day, that’s hard to say!” 

“I’ll definitely work hard!” Han xiaopo’s eyes brightened and she said quickly. 

“Alright, read the mantra of the first move first. If there’s anything you don’t understand, ask me, and I’ll 

explain it to you. If there’s no doubt, just watch me execute it!” Zhang xuan said. Lin Yi said as he 

handed the copy of the thousand changes of wood and forest to han xiaopo. 

“Mr. Lin … Can I be a student here?” Han Tianba said after a moment of hesitation. 

“Oh, of course, please go ahead, elder han!” Lin Yi didn’t mind-this was the Hidden House Han’s skill, 

after all, and it’d be weird if he didn’t let them learn it after stealing it. 

“Thank you, Mr. Lin!” Han Tianba was overjoyed. If he could learn the forest’s thousand changes of 

illusion, then his woodcutting skill would be trash. 

Lin Yi only smiled, not saying anything. 

Han Tianba and han xiaopo looked at the thousand changes of wood and forest’s practitioner’s Arts 

together. After memorizing the first form, han xiaopo asked a few questions, and Lin Yi answered them 

one by one. Han Tianba had studied the practitioner’s Arts before, but he didn’t manage to activate it 

successfully. There were no problems. 

“Alright, since there’s no problem, I’ll start to activate the martial technique. Watch carefully!” With 

that, Lin Yi activated the first stance of the arts, the thousand changes of wood and forest. 

BOOM! The punch broke through the air, and the power of it shocked han xiaopo and han Tianba. The 

wind that was brought by the punch almost blew han xiaopo over. 



“Strong, he’s really too strong!” Han xiaopo said from the bottom of his heart. He was a practitioner 

before and knew that practitioners were much stronger than ordinary people, but in front of Lin Yi’s 

martial skill, the former practitioners were nothing. 

“I see … I see …” Realization dawned on han Tianba’s face. He didn’t have a master to guide him before, 

so even though he understood the thousand forest illusions, he couldn’t activate it successfully. It was 

only when he saw Lin Yi activate it that he understood some of the principles. 

“I’ll slowly demonstrate the first move again. You guys watch carefully!” Lin Yi knew that these two 

weren’t geniuses, and they wouldn’t be able to learn anything from just one move. He slowed down on 

purpose and used the first move, thousand forest changes! 

Although the power this time was much smaller, since the movement had been slowed down and the 

momentum could not rush up, han xiaopo and han Tianba still admired it. 

“I’ll try!” Han xiaopo understood the technique Lin Yi was using and couldn’t wait any longer. 

“Alright, ask me if you don’t know anything!” Lin Yi nodded. 

After han xiaopo finished speaking, he jumped into the arena eagerly and started to activate the first 

move. Of course, although he understood the chant and saw how Lin Yi activated the skill, he couldn’t 

do it himself … 

Han xiaopo activated it for a long time but did not manage to make a single move. She suddenly felt a 

little embarrassed.”Boss, I’m really useless. It’s been so long and I haven’t even used a single move!” 

“It’s fine. Your routine is correct, but it lacks a sense of smoothness. Just run the mantra a little more 

smoothly and try to complete it in one go without any pauses in between. It should be fine!” “At least 

you didn’t take any detours during the process,” Lin Yi said.”It’s just that your proficiency went up a bit. 

” 

“En, I’ll practice a little more!” Hearing Lin Yi say this, han xiaopo suddenly felt relieved and happy. 

“Mister Lin, I’m itching to practice it. Can you give me some advice?” Han Tianba asked. 

“That’s no problem. Elder han, please!” Lin Yi could understand how han Tianba felt. He had studied the 

thousand forest illusionary technique many times before, but he never succeeded. Now that he had a 

Master Teacher like Lin Yi, he would be an idiot if he didn’t grasp this opportunity. 

“Alright, I hope Mr. Lin won’t be stingy with your teachings. Please don’t laugh at me!” Han Tianba 

nodded and began to practice his internal cultivation technique. In comparison, han Tianba’s 

movements were a lot more skilled than han xiaopo ‘S. He must have studied this technique many times 

in the past, but he couldn’t understand it. Now that Lin Yi’s guidance and demonstration, han Tianba 

suddenly understood many things he didn’t understand before. He compared it with the movements he 

had studied before, and it was a success this time. He really did activate the first form of the thousand 

changes of wood and forest! 

Boom! Boom! Boom! The power of this move wasn’t that great-it paled in comparison to Lin Yi ‘s. It 

wasn’t even as powerful as the first move of han Tianba’s wood-cutting skill, but he was still very 

pleased that he managed to use it on his first try! 



They weren’t familiar with each other, but at least it wasn’t too embarrassing. If his grandson or 

Grandpa didn’t do it, and Lin Yi got bored and didn’t want to teach anymore, it’d be too late to cry! At 

the very least, he had successfully practiced and activated it. Regardless of whether it was too jerky, it 

was much better than not activating it at all. 

“Very good! Very good!” Lin Yi nodded and cheered. It wasn’t that Lin Yi was giving face to the old man, 

but he was praising him from the bottom of his heart. Before Lin Yi learned the omnipotent skill, he 

wasn’t much stronger than han Tianba when he used the wild fire Fist. Everyone had their own times 

when they were rusty! (To be continued.) If you like this work, you are welcome to come to to vote for 

recommendation and monthly votes. Your support is my greatest motivation.) 
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As long as he could successfully practice and activate it the first time, he would slowly become more 

proficient in the future. Although he might not reach the peak of the extreme, at least it would be much 

more powerful than now! 

“Mister Lin, you’re too kind. My skills are too weak, please don’t laugh at me …” Han Tianba was 

satisfied, but he remembered Lin Yi’s talent. He was able to practice and guide people with a new skill-

this was the difference! 

However, han Tianba never thought that he would be able to catch up to Lin Yi. Was there any 

comparison? If Lin Yi could kill an Earth Class late phase in seconds, then even if he became Earth Class 

late phase peak, he might not be able to do the same! 

“It’s not to the point of laughing at it. Elder han should have studied this martial technique before, so he 

activated it the first time. Xiao po has not studied it, so he is not very familiar with it!” Lin Yi saw through 

it immediately. 

“That’s right. I’ve studied it many times before, but without Mr. Lin’s guidance, I’m afraid I’ll have to 

take a lot of detours. I don’t know how long it’ll take for me to successfully activate it!” Han Tianba was 

not a hypocrite and told the truth. 

“En, but old han, pay attention here … It’s the last moment of activation …” Lin Yi said, pointing out the 

flaws and flaws in han Tianba’s activation. 

Han Tianba thought about it carefully and compared it with Lin Yi ‘S. He knew that Lin Yi was pointing 

out his flaws. If he could fix it, he wouldn’t be far from mastering the skill. He said gratefully,”Mr. Lin, 

you’re the Han family’s Savior!” 

“That’s right, Grandpa, those hidden houses that are after our hidden house han probably don’t know 

that they’re going to get nothing. We already have the boss “trump card!” Han xiaopo said. 

“Yeah, just think about their expressions tomorrow, hehe …” Han Tianba was looking forward to it. No 

hidden house would have thought that they could get help, and Lin Yi at that! 



A day passed quickly, and under Lin Yi’s guidance, han xiaopo was able to use the first move, forest’s 

thousand changes, half-baked, although the power was much weaker than han Tianba ‘s. But no matter 

what, he had successfully used it. 

With Lin Yi’s guidance, han Tianba and han xiaopo’s progress was god-like, and they were still immersed 

in practicing their skills even late at night … 

The first move didn’t waste much energy-the higher the skill level, the more energy it would waste, 

especially when using a skill that was beyond one’s level. So after a whole day of practice, han Tianba 

and han xiaopo were a little exhausted, but they didn’t feel as exhausted as Lin Yi! 

Besides, the two didn’t use much power in their moves, and it didn’t seem to waste much energy. Lin Yi 

realized that the most energy-consuming part was when he used his skills to their full potential. 

“Argh! It’s already past 9 pm, and we haven’t had dinner yet. ” Han xiaopo stopped practicing and 

looked at the time as she sat on the stone bench to rest. Realizing that it was already so late, she 

immediately said apologetically,””Boss, we’re so lost in it that we forgot the time …” 

“Ha … We’re all cultivators, it’s fine if we don’t eat.” Lin Yi said, waving his hand casually. 

“We still have to eat. I’ll arrange a banquet right away!” Han Tianba was also very embarrassed.”Eat 

your dinner as fast as you can!” 

“There’s no need to go through so much trouble!” Lin Yi waved his hand,”I’m tired too. Let’s rest early 

today. We’ll have some noodles and we’ll just have a simple bite. We’ll skip the banquet!” 

“Alright, we’ll do as you say, Mr. Lin!” Han Tianba nodded and walked out of the room quickly to inform 

the kitchen. He brought the noodles over after they were done, ready to eat with Lin Yi. 

Although it was only three bowls of egg noodles and a few exquisite side dishes, it was still cooked very 

well. It was likely that the hidden han family’s chef was also an amazing person. 

After eating the noodles, Lin Yi went to rest. Tomorrow was the Hidden House Summit, and he decided 

to rest well and fight for victory. After all, the hidden houses were definitely betting something good, 

and it would be a waste not to take it. It would be great if he could get more! 

“Mr. Lin, this guest room’s courtyard has been damaged. Do you want to change it for the night?” Han 

Tianba asked carefully. 

“There’s no need to change, it doesn’t matter. ” “I’m sorry for breaking the walls, though!”Lin Yi said 

with a wave of his hand. 

“Ha, Mr. Lin, you’re being too polite. For the sake of our hidden han family, you can even tear down the 

house, let alone the courtyard!” “These are all worldly possessions. I’ll let the disciples rebuild them 

later. The most important thing is to master the martial arts techniques. That’s the top priority!” Han 

Tianba laughed. 

After a Night of Silence, the Hidden House Summit was held the next day. Han xiaopo had been waiting 

at Lin Yi’s door since early morning. 



Han xiaopo was an Earth Class practitioner, so he didn’t need much sleep. He could recover in a few 

hours. He was waiting at Lin Yi’s place because he was afraid that Lin Yi wouldn’t be able to find him 

when he woke up. 

Lin Yi had been training in the Jade space the whole time-it wasn’t as fast as training next to Xinyan, but 

he didn’t want to waste a single second. 

“Xiao po, since you’re here, come in and sit. When are you leaving?” Lin Yi said as he felt han xiaopo’s 

arrival. 

“Ah, boss, you’ve woken up?” Han xiaopo heard Lin Yi’s voice and walked into the room. 

“I’m cultivating. ” Lin Yi said faintly. 

“It seems that boss’s success was not a coincidence. He’s so diligent that he’s already starting to 

cultivate so early in the morning!” “We’ll leave at about Seveno’ clock,” han xiaopo said with 

admiration.”We’ll go directly to the Hidden House Zhao of Donghai. The host family this time is the 

Hidden House Zhao of Donghai!” 

“Alright, just call me when you see me!” Lin Yi said with his eyes closed. 

In the blink of an eye, it was already seven in the morning. Han Tianba came as well, and Lin Yi came 

back to reality after sensing han Tianba’s aura. He stood up,”Xiao po, your Grandpa is here. Let’s go!” 

“Argh! My grandfather is already here?” Han xiaopo was a little surprised. He didn’t even feel his 

grandfather’s presence, but Lin Yi could feel it while he was meditating. It was amazing! 

But the truth was that the more Lin Yi closed his eyes, the further his senses would be-this was the 

advantage of the Jade and the art of Dragon mastery. (To be continued.)  

 


